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If you found in your past what you missed in your present, would youIf you found in your past what you missed in your present, would you
abandon your real life forever?abandon your real life forever?

Dan Wells is a normal guy with a dysfunctional marriage and a job he hates. Like many others, he spends too much

time thinking about the past and what he could have done differently. When he discovers his ability to travel

through time, Dan wins a chance to revisit his past and alter his life’s development. But a fatal mistake triggers a

murderous chain reaction that threatens to ruin his life forever.

A fun, scary and sophisticated game of reflections and doppelgangersA fun, scary and sophisticated game of reflections and doppelgangers

Now, Daniel will have to dive deeper into time and try to make things right. But when he meets the beautiful Suzy

will he turn his back on the present?

Action, romance and destiny merge in an intense and readable time-travel novel like you haveAction, romance and destiny merge in an intense and readable time-travel novel like you have

never read beforenever read before

Fredric Shernoff, author of the top 100 bestseller Atlantic Island, has created a new and brilliant spin on the time-

travel genre and sends his readers into a nuanced drama in a gripping sci-fi universe.
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